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What is bitcoin? 
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gc



What is Bitcoin?

► Bitcoin is software-based online payment system                     
described by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. It’s introduced                        
as open-source software in 2009.

► Payments are recorded in a public ledger using its own unit of
account (Bitcoin).

► It is a form of digital currency (physical form is absent), created
and held electronically. It can be used to buy things electronically
and in that sense it is no different than conventional dollars.

► Bitcoin is commonly referred to as cryptocurrency and it can be
divided into smaller unit called Satoshi (one hundred milionth of a 
BTC).
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What is it based on?
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► System is runned by The Bitcoin protocol

► It is based on mathematics unlike conventional currencies that had been

based on fixed quantity of metal (gold, silver…) or fiat currencies. 

► Bitcoin has several features that set it apart from fiat currencies:

1. It is decentralized

2. It is easy to set up and it is fast

3. It is anonymous

4. It is completely transparent 

5. Transaction fees are miniscule

6. Transactions are irreversible



It’s decentralized
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► Base for the Bitcoin protocol is a peer-to-peer
system which means that there is no need for 
a third party. 

► Therefore, in theory, bitcoin network is not controled by central
authority (fully decentralized monetary system).

► Bitcoins are being created by a community of people that anyone
can join. 

► In theory, there is no authority (financial institution) which can
tinker with monetary policy and in that sense devalue or revalue
Bitcoin currency.  



It’s anonymus and transparent

► Bitcoins are stored in wallet with digital credentials for your bitcoin 
holdings and allows you to access them. 

► Wallet uses public-key cryptography, in which two keys, one public 
and one private are generated. Public key can be thought of as an 
account number or name and the private key, ownership 
credentials. 

► Bitcoin is transferred to the next owner when the next owner gives 
a public key and previous owner uses his private key to publish a 
record into system announcing that the ownership has changed to 
the new public key.

► Bitcoin protocol stores details of every single transaction that 
occurred in the network in huge version of general ledger (Block 
chain).
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Negligible fees and irreversible process

► Bitcoin doesn’t charge fees for either national or international 
transfers.

► Bitcoin is not the first private money, not the first digital currency, 
and not first currency based on cryptography, but it has been the 
first to rely on peer to peer network decentralization to avoid 
double spending.

► Bitcoin protects against double spending by verifying each 
transaction added to the block chain to ensure that the inputs for 
the transaction had not previously already been spent. 
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How are Bitcoins created - Mining process

► Miners use special software to solve math problems (Bitcoin 
algorithm), and upon completing the task they receive certain 
amount of coins.

► They are created each time a user discovers new block (finds hash 
value).

► Software is creating new units until it reaches amount of 21                                                             
million unites (currency with Finite Supply).

► The rate of block creation is approximately consistant                                                                       
over time (6 per hour) with 50 % reduction every four years.

► Halving (in theory) continues until 2110-2140 when                                                                              
21 million BTC have been issued.
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Total bitcoin unit supply over time (Projection)
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BTC 
Market capitalisation: 36,24 B
Value in dollar:  2210 dollar /BTC



Bitcoin value
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Theoretical and tehnical problems which goes 
against favour of bitcoin usage:

1. Illegal activities, speculations and nature of this currency,

2. Theoretical base for digital currency usage,

3. Regulation and taxation issue,

4. Disputable status of independent and 
decentralized currency,

5. Mining problems, transactions take longer

6. Skepticism towards implementation 
of new, unregulated, theologies in 
finance sphere.
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Conclusion Bitcoin
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ADVANTAGES

► It is easy to set up and 
it is fast 

► Low and irreversible 
transaction fees

► Without central 
authority???

(possible disadvantage)

► No third party is 
involved

DISADVANTAGES

► New and uninvestigated financial 
product

► History is full of illegal and 
questionable activity

► Absence of relevant theoretical 
background

► Highly volatile value and an unknown 
issuer

► Undefined legal status

► Unregulated commodity and absence 
of consumer protection 

► Anonymity and blurry taxation status

► Illegal or undefined in most countries
of the world 



Crypto Currencies
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Crypto compare
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https://www.cryptocompare.com



Buy Crypto Currencies
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https://www.bitpanda.com/?ref=9324080361361806378
https://changelly.com/?ref_id=d31a99a88c33


Ethereum: smart contracts
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Ethereum
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Ripple: international exchang    e
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Ripple: XRP
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Conclusions

► The way people value things or services and the way this value is 
transfered might change in the future.

► International value transacions will become easier, faster and 
cheaper.

► Smart contracts might change the way we set up agreements and 
companies ruling out thith parties.

► There is a lot of speculation in the currencies at the moment.

► Decentralization of information (value) reduces risk of loss of data.

► Decentralization of information (value) reduces the risk of abuse.

► Big companies are starting to use this blockchain technologies.

► Crimenal transactions are becoming easier as well. (dark web)

► How will the banks and the governments react on the blockchains?

► Taxation of goods and services.

► Cripto currencies are still volotile.
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Join the revolution!!

Thank you for your attention


